Small mill
big results
Mia Mola:
my mill.
Grind your daily grains
effortlessly – with no
electricity at all. The
specially shaped, very
smooth-running millstones achieve an
amazingly high speed
of rotation. That means
you can turn the
handle with
a minimum
of force.

Well designed and strong

Beautifully high quality
Thanks to the smooth-running
grinding mechanism and highquality ball-bearing mounted
stone axle, the handle turns
easily. Mounted on slide
bearings and ergonomically
designed, the knob ts well
in your hand. The hopper is
easy to ll.

Suitable grains: All types of grains including corn,
although not popcorn.
Oilseeds only when mixed with cereal.
Grain neness: Steplessly adjustable, from muesli to
our.
Optimal adjustment with setting scale.

So easy / So elegant
The conical grinding mechanism
made of natural materials
centres itself and doesn't need
cleaning after use.

Handle:

Millstone axis ball-bearing mounted,
handle knob slide-bearing mounted
(for easy movement and no maintenance).
Naxos-basalt, bound in magnesite.

Millstone:
Capacity:

Muesli coarse grains approx. 100 g/minute
Fine ﬂour approx. 50 g/minute (for wheat)

Sustainable throughout

Filling quantity: approx. 350 g

The beech wood we use
comes from domestic
managed forests. The
surface is waxed and
polished to a silky sheen.

Housing:

Solid beech from domestic, certied
managed forestry (FSC and PEFC)

Surface:

Treated with Auro beeswax balm.

Handle knob:

5 cm diameter

Height:
Width:
Depth:
Handle turning
radius:
Handle knob:
Weight:
Accessories:

31.5 cm including handle
15 cm (24 cm with handle)
19 cm

Firmly xed
With the two sturdy clamps
included, you can x the mill
securely onto table or counter
tops up to 5 cm thick.

16 cm
5 cm diameter
approx.1.8 kg with clamps 2.1 kg
Two sturdy metal clamps and a
glass bowl are included

Quality you can rely on.
This mill was developed and
manufactured at Kornkraft in
Saarland, Germany. We provide
a no-quibble guarantee for
everything that leaves our door.
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Kornkraft Getreidemühlen Hüttenstraße 6 D-66839 Schmelz - Germany
Phone +49 (0) 68 87-15 57

info@kornkraft.de

www.kornkraft.de

